Abstract:
The advancement of cyber adversaries has led to increased frequency and complexity of cyber-attacks on everything from U.S. military systems to the U.S. voting infrastructure. By the end of 2021 it’s expected that 3.5 million cyber security positions will be unfilled and there is great need to automate cyber security as completely as possible. Hierarchical Software Quality Assurance (HQA) is a proposed defense mechanism that protects systems along the supply, build and development paths by allowing cyber warriors to deploy quality gates that filter potential threats by leveraging existing investments in tools and infrastructure. Herein, we describe an approach that uses hierarchical quality assurance to build operational models (i.e., quality gates) that can be deployed into operational environments. We describe how this technology is currently used to measure software code quality in both source code and binaries. The techniques used by this technology provide a scoring mechanism that is contextual, that provides for a holistic overview of assets (one that is missing today), and that leverages the myriad of point tools that are in use today by defining integration points.
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